
AP Cal Assignment Week of April 1st 
 
I have sent a few Quizizz to reinforce concepts from last week.  These need to be completed by 
Thursday night. I will be uploading video and assignments to Microsoft Teams.  Make sure that 
you have joined my class on Microsoft Teams so you can see files, videos, and assignments.  The 
first file consists of examples from Khan work from last week.  These are concepts that you are 
reviewing in Quizizz.  
 
I will be adding new lessons on optimization.  Watch these examples and do the assignment.  I 
may do the examples in 2 or 3 short videos.  These assignments will be due Tuesday of next 
week (April 7th).  Please feel free to ask questions as needed.  You may use remind or the chat 
screen on Teams.  If you use the chat, then more than one person can respond and all can see 
the answer which may be helpful to the whole class. 
 
I am learning as I go with all this technology so please be patient.  If you do not understand the 
concepts in the video or if you have problems with it, please feel free to look up optimization 
problems on Khan, Youtube , etc.  There are multiple places where you can get help. 
 
Also be looking for an assignment on Teams from AP Classroom. 
 
 
NOTICE:   Here is a quote from a Tweet about the AP exam from Collegeboard: 

“Like a college exam, these exams will be open book/open note.  They won’t test simple 
factual recall; instead they’ll be focused on skills and thematic understancings.” 
 
As we move forward make sure you are taking good notes and examples that can be an 
excellent resource for taking your exam.  You will not be allowed to look things up on 
your computer as you take the exam, but you will be allowed to have textbook and 
notes available. 
 
More specifics about the exam will be released Friday, April 3rd.  Be looking for it. 
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